
In recent years, visualization has rapidly
evolved from a specialized research niche

into a viable tool for analysis. In the emerging discipline
of information visualization, for example, researchers
use visual analysis for exploring nonspatial informa-
tion.1 As visualization techniques mature and power-
ful, affordable, personal computers become common,
efforts in applying visual techniques extend to broader
problem domains.

The explosion in the number, size,
and availability of information
sources has sparked interest in data
mining, which allows interactive
exploration and discovery of hidden
knowledge and relationships buried
within this data glut. Visualization
augments this analysis process. Cou-
pling visualization with information
mining and analysis techniques
forms a unique and powerful new
paradigm for exploration and dis-
covery—visual analysis.

Visual data mining requires a
tightly coupled visual interface with
underlying information retrieval
and analysis engines. To be useful,
these techniques must augment
human exploration and discovery
beyond existing methods. Since

data mining aims to provide humans with supporting
tools to think and explore, human perceptual issues
remain an important component of effective visual inter-
faces for such systems.

In this article, we describe a shape-based visual inter-
face for information retrieval and interactive explo-
ration that exploits shape recognition. Our exploratory
system uses procedurally generated shapes coupled
with an underlying text-retrieval engine. A visual inter-
face based on 3D shapes (glyphs) enhances traditional
text-based queries and summarization. Our interface
lets users visualize multidimensional relationships
among documents and perceive more information than

with conventional text-based interfaces. It promotes
information overview and “drill-down” in support of
analysis.

Before describing our visual interface and application,
we introduce information retrieval within the context of
data mining and provide a brief overview of procedural
shape generation. We then describe our current system
and give a few relevant examples. Finally, we offer some
ideas for future enhancements and direction.

Information retrieval and data mining
Information retrieval employs techniques for orga-

nizing and retrieving information from text databases.
While information retrieval often emphasizes text, non-
textual multimedia information retrieval systems have
now become prevalent. Most information retrieval sys-
tems provide indexing and query mechanisms opti-
mized to find specific information or a summary of
information that meets given criteria. To specifiy these
text-based queries requires providing a keyword list or
an example document for which to search (query by
example). In response to a given query of the indexed
collection, the system presents a user with an ordered
list of ranked documents based on query relevance.
Sometimes, systems supply additional information such
as query matching terms or text summarization. How-
ever, most often they offer a simple ordinal weight or
ranking with no additional information.

With the advent of the World Wide Web, finding and
retrieving appropriate and relevant information on the
Web has become a critical task. The familiar Web search
engines are in fact Web-based information retrieval tools
that seem to have varying degrees of success. It’s frus-
trating to view a long list of documents not relevant to
your search intentions. Here we could use visualization
to augment query results to provide additional relevance
feedback. Modern information retrieval systems employ
a wide range of sophisticated text analysis methods
(such as statistical and linguistic) and representation
schemes (for example, vector space model and n-
grams). While a complete overview of information
retrieval exceeds the scope of this article, we recom-
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mend several introductions2-4 published elsewhere.
Data mining extracts hidden predictive information

from large databases. In addition to retrieving and
exploring existing information, data mining applica-
tions may also extrapolate, predict, and derive new
information from the given database. So, while infor-
mation retrieval and data mining systems are very much
related, data mining systems may derive information
not explicitly specified in the database. However, from
a visualization perspective, the underlying information
in these applications—whether given or predicted—
may be treated similarily. Derived information from data
mining is easily visualized along with existing informa-
tion. Our work focuses on shape-based visualization and
visual interfaces in support of both information retrieval
and data mining. These techniques apply to many forms
of visual analysis.

Procedural shape visualization
Procedural modeling techniques use algorithms and

code segments to dynamically generate, abstract, and
encode model detail.5 These approaches provide a flexi-
ble, dynamic framework in which a small set of parame-
ters can control the generation of detailed models.
Examples of procedurally generated shapes include frac-
tal surfaces, implicit surface models (blobbies), and gram-
mar-based models (L-systems). Procedural shapes are
attractive, since they abstract model detail and yet allow
fine, algorithmic control. Such approaches seem partic-
ularly applicable for shape-based glyph generation.

Previous work by Ebert et al.6 outlined several exam-
ples of procedural shapes used as glyphs for multidi-
mensional data visualization. These glyphs use
procedurally generated shapes based on fractals,
superquadrics, and implicit surfaces for visualizing sev-
eral types of information. By focusing on a perceptual-
ly based mapping of shape attributes, we can effectively
visualize multidimensional information. In earlier work,
we used procedural implicit surfaces (blobby models)
for text visualization.7 In this case, we mapped docu-
ment content to shape (blobby text) and used blobby
clustering to show corpus relationships. We then com-
bined both methods to show content-mapped shapes
within transparent blobby document clusters. The cur-
rent work reported here is a direct extension and appli-
cation of our blobby text visualization system to
information retrieval and data mining.

Shape-based visual interface
We developed a visual interface based on procedural

shapes for exploring and augmenting an information
retrieval system. Specifically, we use implicit surface
models for visualizing the query results of a text retrieval
engine. Instead of requiring a user to closely examine a
textual summary and ranked list of query results, our
system lets users quickly examine resulting shapes and
immediately see differences and similarities in the
results. We use matching terms in the query results to
guide our procedural shape mapping. (A detailed intro-
duction and overview of implicit surface modeling and
procedural shape generation appears elsewhere.8)

In related work, Mukherjea et al.9 visualized the

results of a multimedia Web search engine by using both
tabular layout and scatter plots of cubes. They showed
keyword relevance and retrieval categorization by using
cube properties such as size, layout, and color. Other
approaches to visualizing query results include Hearst’s
TileBars10 and Veerasamy and Belkin’s columnar layout
of bars.11 Both systems show query term and matching
term distribution in the retrieved document set by using
visual properties.

Our shape-based approach uses layout to convey
retrieval ranking but emphasizes the use of finely con-
trolled procedural shapes to convey query term and
matching term distribution and relevance. We use a
shape-based interface that exploits the human percep-
tual system’s pre-attentive ability for quickly discerning
differences and similarities in shape.

Text retrieval using Smart
Our current system builds on the famous Smart infor-

mation retrieval system developed by Salton at Cornell
University.3,12 Many of today’s information retrieval sys-
tems build on ideas from Smart. We used Smart for our
work because it was freely available with source code,
sufficiently robust to support real-world queries, simple
enough to understand, well known, and well tested for
comparing results. Smart uses an underlying vector-
space model in which all documents, queries, and
results are defined as weighted vectors of word occur-
rence. This allows for easy comparisons such as in doc-
ument similarity scoring. In addition, Smart uses
word-stemming and stop-lists to focus on the most rel-
evant and important terms. Since we didn’t focus on
information retrieval itself, but explored using a visual
interface for it, we felt that Smart offered a good choice
for our testbed.

As with most information retrieval systems, we first
use Smart’s standard indexing capability to generate an
indexed collection of information. Then we can use
Smart to query the resulting indexed database. Our cur-
rent system requires users to initiate a query using a con-
ventional text-based interface. That is, they supply a list
of keywords for which to search, or alternatively, they
supply an example document (query by example). In
the latter, the system attempts to find documents that
closely match the given document based on its content.

Like most information retrieval systems, Smart can
report its results in numerous forms and summaries. In
addition, users can extract additional information such
as the terms used in query matching, the underlying vec-
tors, and many other query and database details. Unfor-
tunately, like most systems, Smart reports this
information in a textual form that’s sometimes hard to
comprehend quickly. In addition, the most common
reporting format provides a simple list of documents
ranked by their determined relevance (matching
weights). To elicit further details of how and why these
documents matched, we must further query and “mine”
the database.

Figure 1 (next page) shows an example Smart query
vector generated by the keywords lion, sheep, mouse,
and wolf. (Note that after stemming, the word mouse
becomes mous.) The associated keyword weights rep-
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resent the determined relevance of the keywords to the
indexed document set. Figure 2 shows the results from
this query when applied to a database of children’s
fables: a ranked list of 10 documents in the database
ordered by their deemed relevance to the query. How-
ever, what’s not shown or reported is what terms caused
the system to deem each document relevant and how
these matching documents relate to one another. By
issuing a series of subsequent Smart queries, we can find
these matching terms, then determine how and why
each of the matching documents relates to the others.

Figure 3 shows the matching terms associated with
the top three documents retrieved with the given query
(Figure 1). The top-ranked document titled “fable40”
(document id #35) matched the query due to the use
of the word sheep (weight 16.625) and wolf (weight
9.5). If we were mainly looking for documents that
focused on the intimate relationships of sheep and
wolves, we would most likely want to know this match-
ing information. We probably wouldn’t want to find doc-
uments that spoke only of “Dolly,” the cloned sheep. As
shown, this detailed matching information can usually
be found, but it requires quite a bit of time to gather,
summarize, and understand. We must perform addi-
tional mining before we can filter or judge the retrieval
results. It’s likely at this point that users wouldn’t take
the additional steps of finding details of the relevance
scores and matching terms. They’re likely to simply
examine the listed documents directly and, through trial
and error, find those actually relevant.

Shape mapping
We can avoid this cumbersome process and quickly

improve upon it by applying visualization to the result-
ing query results and matching terms. Instead of list-
ing the ranked documents and matching terms in
textual form, we use the matching terms to map each
relevant document to representative shapes. The
matching terms for each relevant document help define
a shape mapping for generating procedural shapes. An
experiment Veerasamy and Belkin11 conducted sup-
ports our visual approach. It showed that visualization
of query results and matching term distribution may
support and enhance the use of information retrieval
systems 

In our shape-based visual interface to Smart, when
a user issues a query, the system automatically retrieves
the matching terms of each relevant document and uses
these terms in addition to the ranked document list to
generate a visualization. We track the N matching terms
from the entire query space and map them to N equal-
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Qvec 
——

Query vector 1

Docid Ctype Con Weight Token

1 0 14722 −52 lion
1 0 14748 76 sheep
1 0 16174 12 mous
1 0 26087 76 wolf

1 Smart query
for the key-
words lion,
sheep, mouse,
and wolf.

run 
——

Num Action Sim Title

35 26.12 /home/randy/Fables/fable40.txt
39 13.82 /home/randy/Fables/fable44.txt
22 10.36 /home/randy/Fables/fable29.txt
45 9.31 /home/randy/Fables/fable5.txt
42 9.27 /home/randy/Fables/fable47.txt
12 8.22 /home/randy/Fables/fable2.txt
9 8.14 /home/randy/Fables/fable17.txt

69 1.41 /home/randy/Fables/fable71.txt
67 1.40 /home/randy/Fables/fable7.txt
65 0.77 /home/randy/Fables/fable68.txt

Qmatch 35
——

Ctype Con Vec1 Vec2 Product Token

0 14748 76 0.2188 16.625 sheep
0 26087 76 0.1250 9.5 wolf

Qmatch 39 
——

Ctype Con Vec1 Vec2 Product Token

0 14748 76 0.0455 3.4545 sheep
0 26087 76 0.1364 10.3636 wolf

Qmatch 22 
——

Ctype Con Vec1 Vec2 Product Token

0 26087 76 0.1364 10.3636 wolf

2 Smart query
results.

3 Top three
ranked docu-
ments (with
matching
terms).



ly spaced directions in 3-space ema-
nating from the origin of a sphere
(Figure 4a). To do this, the system
orders the matching terms for each
document by their importance
(Smart weight). We use a fixed lay-
out algorithm that attempts to
spread important terms evenly
about the sphere. This determines
how each matching term should be
mapped to each spherical direction
on the sphere. Once this mapping
has been determined for the entire
term matching space, it stays fixed
for all documents. That is, the “up”
direction for each shape will corre-
spond to the same matching term in
each document. Each shape is
defined in the same information
space and coordinate system (for
example, the “sheep” direction is
consistent across shapes). (Note
that the illustrations in Figure 4
appear in 2D for clarity, but in prac-
tice we use 3D.)

After mapping matching terms to
spherical directions, we define the
magnitude of each term vector to be
linearly proportional to the matching term weight for
each document. As an example, the first document in
Figure 3 (“fable40,” document #35) contains the fol-
lowing weighted matching terms: sheep (16.625), wolf
(9.5), total (26.125). The sheep term (weight 16.625)
accounts for 64 percent of the total matching weight of
the document, while wolf contributes 36 percent. We
use these term weights from each document to scale the
magnitude of each corresponding term vector. At the
end of each of these term vectors, we place a spherical
density source field, which partially defines an implicit
surface model. The resulting N source fields populated
about the sphere define a 3D density field for an implic-
it surface model (Figure 4b). Standard implicit surface
visualization methods can then help generate a repre-
sentative shape (Figure 4c). (We adapted this shape
mapping process from the one we described elsewhere.7

A more detailed description of how you might map con-
tents of text documents to blobby shapes appears there
as well.)

The system applies this shape mapping process to
each document in the list of relevant documents a query
generates. Our current interface uses the ranked Smart
document weights to order individual document
shapes. We provide a linear list of shapes based on rel-
evance ranking (similar to the textual list). However,
the system also shape-maps each individual shape
based on its underlying matching terms from the query.
This results in letting users immediately see similari-
ties and differences in matching documents based on
the resulting shapes. Matching documents that have
similar content and themes will tend to have the same
general shape although with small, subtle shape 
differences. 

Implementation and results
The Smart information retrieval system is a large soft-

ware system written in C that’s freely available for non-
commercial use.12 Our custom implicit surface modeling
software, written in C++, uses Jules Bloomenthal’s
implicit surface polygonization algorithm for generat-
ing isosurfaces of our blobby models.13 Rendering is cur-
rently performed using Virtual Reality Modeling
Language (VRML) within a VRML-enabled Web brows-
er. Likewise, our current user interface relies on VRML
interaction and browser-supplied functionality. Finally,
the current coupling between Smart and our visual
interface occurs via scripts.

Our current system lets users issue a query (keyword or
example document) to the Smart information retrieval
system and literally see the query results using our shape-
based visualization method. Users see a ranked listing of
relevant documents (shapes) with individual shapes
based on matching query terms (Figure 5). In addition,
we let users interactively navigate the resulting 3D space
and provide direct manipulation of shapes. To better
inspect and compare multiple shapes, we use a spread-
sheet-interaction method in which manipulating one
shape triggers corresponding changes (transformations)
in all other shapes.14 That is, if a user selects a single shape
and rotates it, all other shapes rotate in a corresponding,
synchronized manner. This ensures that all shapes main-
tain a consistent information space. In addition, we also
provide an interactive drill-down capability through
hyperlinks. Selecting and clicking an individual shape
will display the contents of the underlying document
within a browser for further reading.

To demonstrate our system, we use a small database
of children’s fables and issue the example query from
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Figure 1 (lion, sheep, mouse, and wolf). Figure 5 shows
the resulting visualization. For reference, you may also
see the textual results of this same query in Figure 2

(document list) and Figure 3 (matching terms). The
ordered relevance ranking is shown left-to-right and
top-to-bottom. That is, the top-left document is most rel-
evant and the bottom-right document is least relevant
(of the matching documents). Note that similar shapes,
and hence similar matching terms, are immediately vis-
ible. The two “sheep-centric” documents (fable40 and
fable71) have right-protruding bulges. A subset of six
“wolf-centric” documents have left-protruding bulges.
The bottom two documents are “mouse-centric.” Inter-
action and manipulation of these 3D shapes provide
much easier inspection and comparison than we can
show here as a static image. (For purposes of illustra-
tion, this example uses a simple query and hence sim-
ple shapes easier to see in 2D.) This technique proves
most useful when visualizing larger query spaces. Fig-
ures 6 and 7 show zoomed views of several of the result-
ing query shapes of Figure 5. Note the small billboard
used to label each document shape. We also use this
label as a hyperlink to drill down to the underlying doc-
ument text.

A second example illustrates a query-by-example sce-
nario that yields interesting complex query shapes and
an interesting database anomaly. Using an indexed data-
base that includes William Shakespeare’s plays, we
asked Smart to find documents similar to Macbeth. (We
provided the Macbeth document as an example.) Figure
8 shows the resulting 10 query shapes returned by this
query. Here, notice an interesting anomaly. Of the 10
documents in the database deemed relevant, only three
are unique. That is, several duplicate documents exist.
These duplicate documents (plays) show up clearly in
the resulting visualization since only three unique
shapes appear. As you would expect, the Macbeth play
was the most relevant to the given Macbeth query (top
left). The other two plays deemed relevant are The His-
tory of King Lear and Henry IV (Part 1), respectively. Fig-
ure 8 shows two Macbeth shapes, four King Lear shapes,
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and four Henry IV shapes. Figure 9
shows a zoomed view of two of
these plays. Finally, Figure 10 shows
close-up view of King Lear. (Note
that we rotated the shapes in Figures
9 and 10 into different views from
that in Figure 8.) A quick view and
inspection of the resulting query
shapes lets users quickly determine
which documents are similar (or
identical) in content.

Future development
While these shaped-based glyphs

prove useful for ad hoc, one-time
queries, they’re even more powerful
for repeated queries performed on
a continuing basis. Analysts who on a daily basis search
an evolving database for specific information will like-
ly use a small set of fixed queries each day. In this case,
they’ll soon learn what specific shapes satisfy their
queries and for what reasons. In addition, we’re cur-
rently adding a shape-based visualization of the query
itself. (Recall that this query may in fact be an entire
example document.) We can then use this visual aid for
comparing resulting query shapes with optimum
shapes. Users might then maintain a common palette of
query shapes from which they select for query submis-
sion. Resulting query shapes may be used for subsequent
queries themselves.

While our current testbed proves useful and interest-
ing, our long-term plans focus on a thorough investiga-
tion of perceptual shape mapping. We want to
understand how best to use shape and other perceptu-
al cues for multidimensional visualization and effective
glyph representation. In addition, we’re devising a con-
trolled evaluation and user study to determine how
these shape-mapping techniques compare and scale
with conventional text-based approaches as well as with
other visualization methods. Finally, we’d like to add
additional query capability by direct interaction with
the visualization. Subsequent Smart queries may be gen-
erated by selecting, grouping, brushing, or highlighting
individual shapes or parts of shapes. Query specifica-
tion may in fact be done by interactive selection, speci-
fication, or highlighting of shapes.

Our exploratory visualization system has shown that
information retrieval and data mining applications bene-
fit significantly by providing simple yet useful visual feed-
back and summarization. Visualization itself may become
the primary user interface for such applications. By cou-
pling underlying predictive analysis and retrieval meth-
ods with visual interfaces, a rich, new form of visual
analysis emerges for improving information mining. ■
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